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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Institution of Civil Engineers has awarded PyTerra and WSP, in collaboration with the 
University of Surrey, a grant to assess the viability of machine learning to automate and optimise 
the storage and release of floodwater at a localised level or catchment scale.  

In the age of climate change and extreme weather events, the need for adaptive solutions to 
resource management is vital. The lack of controllable infrastructure and the complexity of the 
problem makes the advancement of the water sector towards new smart solutions slower. 

In this paper, a novel way for the control of multi-reservoir flood protection systems is proposed. 
The results of the project demonstrate a major step forward in flood protection and support the 
efficacy of the proposed methods and potential for their commercialisation. 

The aim of this project is to demonstrate that it is feasible to develop an adaptive system of 
upstream flood storage retention in a natural and/or pipe network system upstream from locations 
where there flood risk. The objectives are:  

 to maximise downstream volume transfer prior to a storm arriving, by draining upstream 
storage areas and at flow rates that do not result in downstream flooding; 

 to minimise the amount of storage required compared with a static system by dynamically 
operating hydraulic structures; and 

 to minimise downstream flood risk. 

In order to achieve these aims, the team’s machine learning specialist, Dr Kostas Eftaxias, has 
developed a ground-breaking methodology which uses the latest machine learning techniques. 
This methodology can predict flooding either hours or many days in advance of a flood event and 
can therefore create more opportunity for communities to protect property, infrastructure and 
natural assets. 

As an example, the figure below shows how this innovative tool is able to predict the 20 July 2007 
flood levels with the use of Met Office forecast rainfall data. 

 
The machine learning algorithm specifically ‘learns’ from many years of rainfall and gauged flood 
level datasets within a catchment, recorded at 15 minute intervals. It is the case that the algorithm 
thrives with long and good quality representative records.  

Prediction of the 20 July 2007 flood event 
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Once the algorithm has assimilated all the historical data, it can use forecast Met Office data to 
predict, in less than 5 minutes, flood levels at gauging stations and therefore potential 
downstream flooding. This is a significant development which can complement the current 
practice of using expensive, and in general slower, hydrological/hydraulic models to predict 
flooding.  

The machine learning algorithm has adopted a recurrent neural network approach and a 
regression model and has been tested on a number of UK catchments. For those catchments 
where there are long records of good quality data, the approach achieves an average 80% 
accuracy, which demonstrates the viability of the approach. Scenario testing on the Emm Brook in 
Wokingham has demonstrated the effectiveness of both the machine learning algorithm and the 
application of the adaptive software. 

This predictive technique is then used to inform an adaptive software programme which is able to 
dynamically assess when and how much excess rainwater needs to be stored in, and released 
from, available upstream multi-use storage areas, in order to prevent the predicted downstream 
flooding.  

An earlier version of the adaptive software programme had already been developed as part of the 
Knowledge Transfer Partnership between the University of Surrey, WSP and PyTerra. Within this 
project, it has been adapted to work seamlessly with the machine learning algorithm for flood 
prediction. An example of its application is illustrated in this report, whereby four upstream 
storage nodes are shown to adapt to rainfall by progressively filling up, ensuring the downstream 
target node does not rise above its flood threshold. 

The success of this R&D project will be disseminated via the ICE in the first instance. However, it 
is anticipated that International Papers will be produced due to the unique nature of this research. 
A number of potential software applications have been identified as a result of this study, such as: 
improving the effectiveness of Natural Flood Management systems; improving the effectiveness 
of existing flood storage areas; the implementation of smart water butts in new and existing 
communities and open space; and enhancing blue infrastructure in Smart City Masterplans. 

Ultimately, this project has the potential to support the broader agenda of Integrated Water 
Resource Management. Development of a software platform which takes a holistic approach to 
water management, using the latest machine learning and adaptive technology, will enable both 
natural and piped networks to be managed as a single virtual network. In this way, it will be 
possible to address multiple objectives for flood, water pollution and water scarcity, despite 
different parts of a network being under separate ownership and under the responsibility of 
different organisations. 
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1 PROJECT BACKGROUND 

1.1 PROJECT AWARD 

1.1.1 The Institution of Civil Engineers, as part of its ICE R&D Enabling Fund, has awarded PyTerra 
and WSP in collaboration with the University of Surrey, a 50% grant (with the remaining funded by 
WSP), to assess the viability of machine learning to automate and optimise the storage and 
release of floodwater, in natural and pipe networks at a localised level or catchment scale.   

2 THE PRINCIPLE OF USING STORAGE FOR MULTIPLE USES 

1.1.2 This study is based on the principle that storage available in a pipe and/or a natural network 
system can have multiple uses by employing telemetry, flow control devices and an adaptive 
software platform that uses the latest advances in technology. The devices are operated remotely 
in order to move water to where it is needed and at the right time. A typical example is to empty 
part-full or full tanks and basins that are used for irrigation in anticipation of a predicted storm; the 
volume made available is then able to store rainfall when the storm arrives. Storage or attenuation 
of storm rainfall is one of the most sustainable means of reducing downstream flood risk.  

1.1.3 The methodology starts with the prediction of flood events (e.g. data from the Environment 
Agency’s flood monitoring and flood warning systems, or as a result of the machine learning 
algorithm that has been developed as part of this study). It then addresses the following question: 
“Using an adaptive system, at what time prior to the predicted flood event do water storage areas 
need to be purged of existing reserves and activated for new storage, and at what rate”?  

1.1.4 The methodology draws on a substantial body of research and background knowledge from 
research bodies and practitioners, for example “Towards Integrated Water Resource 
Management” (UNEP, 2014) and “Slowing The Flow” (WWF, 2007). It also uses the findings of 
our Knowledge Transfer Partnership initiative with the University of Surrey, which identifies the 
advantages of an adaptive “black box” system approach to managing the impounding and 
drainage of flood storage areas. A “black box” approach defines available inputs and required 
outputs, and then uses advanced machine learning techniques that ‘learn’ from historic data the 
relationship between inputs and outputs. This contrasts with an analytical approach which would 
require a linear programming solution for every part of the problem; it is slow to produce real-time 
results and more prone to error. 

 THE WIDER INITIATIVE  

1.1.5 This project will support a wider Integrated Water Resource Management software platform 
initiative that will use more developed and comprehensive machine learning and adaptive 
technologies.  

1.1.6 The aim is to allow both natural and piped networks to be managed in a localised area or at a 
catchment scale, as a single virtual network. In this way, and by using the available storage for 
multiple uses, it will be possible to achieve multiple objectives for flood, drought, pollution and 
resource availability, notwithstanding that different parts of the networks are the responsibility of 
different organisations (Environment Agency, Lead Local Flood Authorities, Internal Drainage 
Boards, Water Companies, Natural England, farmers, developers, etc). 

1.1.7 A high tech Integrated Water Resource Management software platform has the potential to 
increase the value of water by allowing it to deliver multiple benefits, by maximising the capability 
of existing infrastructure and by enabling water to be reused multiple times. 
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1.2 PROJECT AIM AND OBJECTIVES 

1.2.1 The aim of this project is to demonstrate that it is feasible to develop an adaptive system of 
upstream flood storage retention which can deliver the following flood risk management objectives 
in areas at downstream flood risk:  

1. To maximise downstream volume transfer prior to a storm arriving, by draining 
upstream storage areas at flow rates that do not result in downstream flooding. 

2. To minimise the amount of storage required compared with a static system by 
dynamically operating hydraulic structures. 

3. To minimise downstream flood risk. 

1.2.2 Objective 1 has been expanded from the original objective in terms of ensuring that the flow rates 
of downstream volume transfer do not result in flooding downstream. This is important as large 
flows released from upstream storage areas could worsen the situation downstream, if the storm 
(or part of the storm) arrives to the downstream part of the catchment and coincides with the 
arrival of large flows from the upstream catchment.  

1.2.3 Objective 2 is related to operating effectively hydraulic structures which can control the magnitude 
and the timing of flows through the system, such as telemetry operated sluice gates and/or orifice 
valves with variable opening.    

1.2.4 Objective 3 has been expanded, as originally it was about reducing flood risk to an appropriate 
level (50 years to 200 years). However, it is possible to achieve sufficient flood benefits for less 
extreme storms and therefore there is no need to fix the level of downstream flood protection. 

1.3 THE TEAM 

DAVID ARSCOTT, MANAGING DIRECTOR, PYTERRA LIMITED 

1.3.1 Role: Lead, concept generation, project management and administration, external stakeholder 
engagement, commercialisation. 

1.3.2 PyTerra is a seed-stage start-up, specialising in the development of water-related software. David 
Arscott developed the concept of networked and optimised real-time control of watercourses in 
2013, submitting a patent application in 2014 “System for Optimising Performance in a Water 
Network” (WO 2015/121640). 

1.3.3 He led a consortium of WSP’ and three universities under an Innovate UK funded project to 
research the sustainable management of water during shale gas exploitation (“Delivering water 
security for all during shale gas production”). David also initiated a Knowledge Transfer 
Partnership between WSP and the University of Surrey.  

1.3.4 David is an architect by background, involved in major developments such as Canary Wharf, and 
has long worked within multi-disciplinary teams incorporating all types of engineers. He has 
previously developed and commercialised a product, from 2004, which was successfully licensed 
and sold in the UK and US. 

BRUNO VENTURINI, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, WSP 

1.3.5 Role: Flood risk management, flood forecasting, flood warning, water cycle and drainage.  
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1.3.6 Bruno Venturini, has extensive experience in water resources, flood risk management, flood risk 
policy, drainage and all types of hydraulic modelling studies. He has a leading role in the UK 
water modelling team on projects as bid leader, project director, project manager and technical 
specialist in a diverse range of water projects with business development acting as a strong 
element of his role.  

1.3.7 Bruno is currently leading on the drainage and flood risk of major infrastructure projects, including 
HS2, the expansion of Doha Airport, major D&B road projects in Qatar and surface water 
management in Westminster and the City of London. 

DR KONSTANTINOS EFTAXIAS, KTP ASSOCIATE, WSP 

1.3.8 Role: Development of machine learning programme for the prediction of flooding and the 
improvement of an adaptive software platform for the optimisation of storage in pipe and natural 
networks. 

1.3.9 Kostas is currently a KTP Associate with WSP and currently intends to join WSP as a full time in 
December 2017. He has developed an in-depth understanding of applying optimisation and 
machine learning techniques to water infrastructure projects, in particular using the latest data 
management technologies. 

DR CLIVE CHEONG TOOK, LECTURER  

1.3.10 Role: Algorithm development and testing. 

1.3.11 Clive Cheong Took joined the Department of Computer Science in 2012 and has a background in 
digital signal processing with applications in renewable energy, biomedicine, finance and 
telecommunication. His other research interests include neural networks, quaternion, machine 
learning, pattern recognition, source separation, and matrix analysis. He serves as a reviewer for 
conferences and journals, and is an associate editor for the IEEE Transactions on Neural 
Networks.  

1.3.12 He was a partner in the consortium with Arscott and WSP’ on shale gas, for which he developed 
an algorithm for optimising the flow of freshwater and reused water across a water network 
surrounding the operation of multiple shale gas wells. 

1.3.13 He is the University Supervisor on a Knowledge Transfer Partnership which has placed a 
postdoctoral researcher at WSP as part of the PyTerra initiative. 

DR PAYAM BARNAGHI, LECTURER (ASSISTANT PROFESSOR) 

1.3.14 Role: Data collection and management methodology. 

1.3.15 Payam Barnaghi works within the Department of Electronic Engineering and is a member of the 
Institute for Communication Systems (ICS)/5G Innovation Centre at the University. He is a senior 
member of IEEE and technical coordinator of the EU FP7 CityPulse project on large-scale data 
analytics for smart cities. His main research goal is to develop intelligent information 
communication, discovery and retrieval methods for cyber-physical systems. He works on: 
machine learning, Internet of Things, semantic Web, service computing, semantic sensor 
networks, data-centric networking, Big Data and information search and retrieval to solve 
problems, and developing new technologies for the future Internet and Web systems. 

1.3.16 He is the University Lead Academic on a Knowledge Transfer Partnership which has placed a 
postdoctoral researcher at WSP as part of the PyTerra initiative. 
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2 BRAINSTORMING AND RESEARCH  

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

2.1.1 The team has undertaken extensive research and brainstorming sessions to assess the key 
functionalities that are needed for a machine learning algorithm and an adaptive software 
programme, to be able to achieve the objectives of the study (refer to Section 1.2.1).  

2.1.2 An understanding of the key functionalities or actions that the system has to undertake, has 
informed: 

• the data requirements (refer to Chapter 3);  

• the development of an effective predictive machine learning algorithm (refer to Chapter 4); 
and 

• the adaptation of the Knowledge Transfer Partnership adaptive software programme, to be 
able to store floodwater at the right time and at the right place and thus minimising 
downstream flood risk (refer to Chapter 5). 

2.2 MAIN FEATURES OF A MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHM 

2.2.1 A machine learning algorithm needs to efficiently predict hours and days in advance, the flood 
level, flood volumes and therefore potential flooding of properties within an area or a catchment. 
This prediction can then be used to inform an adaptive software programme to dynamically 
assess how much excess rainwater needs to be stored in, and released from, available upstream 
multi-use storage areas within an area or a catchment, in order to prevent the predicted 
downstream flooding. 

2.2.2 An algorithm that learns from previous storms needs to collect as much relevant and good quality 
data from historical events, with support from flood modelling simulations where appropriate, in 
order to develop a comprehensive library of possible storms. This library needs to correlate to 
gauged records in the vicinity of downstream areas at risk.  

2.2.3 The algorithm can then work in real time (‘live’) to predict the likely impacts from a storm which is 
forecast to arrive in the future (2 days, 1 day, 6hours, 3hours and even less). The data required 
for a ‘live’ status is:  

 forecast Met Office data which provides details of how the storm will pass through an area or 
a catchment (this information can be updated every 15 minutes); 

 real time data in relation to the status of a catchment, prior to a storm arriving and during the 
storm; the status of a catchment is related to how wet this is, how full the upstream storage 
areas are and how full the drainage system is.  
 

2.3 OVERVIEW OF THE ADAPTIVE SOFTWARE PROGRAM 

2.3.1 The adaptive software programme consists of a system of storage nodes and links between them. 
The adaptive software finds a quick solution of how to move volumes of water between the nodes 
in the most effective way, using the latest optimisation computing techniques so that the targets of 
each node are achieved. 
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2.3.2 In relation to this study, the adaptive programme would be able to identify the best way to 
distribute storage between upstream storage areas and would identify the right time when each 
storage node would need to start emptying and start refilling. 

2.3.3 The adaptive software programme also has the capability to prioritise actions at each storage 
node based on the control parameters for each. For example, one node may provide a habitat for 
natural ecosystems and therefore cannot be subjected to rapid and extreme changes in water 
level. 

2.3.4 As demonstrated in Figure 1, the aim is to attenuate or ‘flatten’ the blue flow hydrograph at the 
downstream flood risk areas so that flood risk is avoided (resulting in the red flow hydrograph). 

Figure 1 – Principle of Flood Attenuation Storage 

 

2.4 KEY FUNCTIONALITIES OF THE TWO SYSTEMS 

2.4.1 The main triggers and actions needed of the machine learning algorithm and the adaptive system 
for the achievement of the project flood risk management objectives are summarised in Figure 2.  

2.4.2 The adaptive system needs to constantly check if a number of triggers take place prior to the 
storm arriving and during the event, in order to make informed actions in relation to when to 
empty or fill upstream storage areas, including the rate of discharge.  
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2.4.3 Trigger A relates to having a system that constantly collects Met Office data to assess if a storm is 
on its way towards the subject catchment. If this process is not perpetuated, the accuracy of flood 
predictions will diminish. 

2.4.4 If Trigger B does not take place (There is a need to store otherwise there will be downstream 
flooding) then there is no need for the system to undertake further actions and the storage nodes 
retain their current volume.  

2.4.5 If Trigger C does not take place (Without emptying, there is no sufficient upstream storage 
available) then the available storage capacity of the storage areas is sufficient and there is no 
need to release water. 

2.4.6 If Trigger D does not take place (There is time to empty them safely, partially or fully, to cater for 
the storm) then there is the possibility to maximise the downstream volume transfer (Objective 1). 
The system will only release as much water as is safe, even though this might mean downstream 
flooding takes place. Therefore, low flow rates will be used when possible to transfer water 
downstream from the storage areas, in order to create additional storage as soon as possible. 

2.4.7 In the unlikely situation that the storm does not reach the catchment then there is no need to 
optimise the time to stop the drawdown (Trigger E), as all storage areas can be stopped from 
releasing water immediately. There is also no need to operate hydraulic structures (Objective 2) 
or to minimise downstream flood risk (Objective 3). 

Action 9: AS Stops filling the storage areas 
Objective 3: Downstream flood risk is minimised 

Action 8: Algorithm and AS Optimises/adjusts the storage as storm propagates 
Objective 2: System operates dynamically hydraulic structures to store effectively 

Action 7: Algorithm and AS predicts the times when storage areas need to start filling 
Trigger F: Time when adaptive system starts filling each storage area 

Action 6: Algorithm and AS optimises/adjusts the release of water as storm propagates 
Trigger E: Time when adaptive system stops drawing down each storage area  

Action 5: AS operates outfalls at storage areas to maximise drawdown 
Objective 1: Downstream volume transfer is maximised  

Action 4: AS checks if there is enough time to safely empty the storage prior to the storm 
Trigger D: There is no time to empty them safely, partially or fully, to cater for the storm 

Action 3: Adaptive system (AS) checks if there is sufficient upstream storage available 
Trigger C: Without emptying, there is insufficient upstream storage available 

Action 2: Algorithm checks if there is a need to store upstream at all 
Trigger B: There is a need to store, otherwise there will be downstream flooding  

Action 1: Algorithm learns from historic events and then runs live data collection 
Trigger A: A storm is on its way and it is forecast that it will reach the catchment  

Figure 2 – Triggers, actions/functionalities and achievement of objectives 
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2.4.8 The machine learning algorithm will need to check constantly for the possibility of another storm 
on its way, which could reach the catchment. Or even the same storm that could return as it 
happened recently in 2015. In this case the system needs to re-adjust and to take account of the 
two events. 

2.5 DETAILS OF FUNCTIONALITY 1 

2.5.1 Functionality 1 refers to having a flood prediction machine learning algorithm which has learnt 
from historic events and is running live and receiving data for the catchment from the Met Office. 

2.5.2 In order to have this functionality, the algorithm needs to: 

 maintain a library of historic hydrometric data (rainfall, river/pipe flow and water level from rain 
gauges, gauging stations and telemetry level transducers respectively) and the soil wetness 
within the catchment (which could come from satellite data); 

 maintain a library of historic met office outputs from their precipitation models, showing the 
spatial and temporal variation of previous storms, as they passed through the catchment; 

 apply advanced machine learning techniques to learn from previous storms the correlation 
between: a) the level gauge data, b) the variation of rainfall depth and extent in time, direction 
and speed as it passes through the catchment and d) the antecedent conditions in a 
catchment (soil wetness and initial storage); 

 work live (once the above steps have been completed), receiving Met Office data every 15 
minutes to identify any storms that could reach the catchment; if this is the case then Trigger 
A applies - a storm is on its way and it is forecast that it will reach the catchment. 

2.6 DETAILS OF FUNCTIONALITY 2 

2.6.1 Following Trigger A, functionality 2 checks if there is a need to store at the upstream storage 
areas at all.  

2.6.2 In order to have this functionality the machine learning algorithm needs to:  

 use the forecast storm data from the Met Office (showing the extent, intensity and coverage of 
the storm when it will pass through the catchment), to estimate the peak water levels at the 
river gauges - gauging stations and/or telemetry pressure transducers); this estimate is based 
on the algorithm that has learnt from historic data;  

 compare the estimated peak water levels at the river gauges against their web published 
Environment Agency threshold levels of possible flooding (refer to https://flood-warning-
information.service.gov.uk/river-and-sea-levels);   

 combine with the prediction of forecast, hydraulic models to adjust/improve the forecast flood 
levels, provided that the results are available (as some models may take longer to provide the 
results, as opposed to the machine learning algorithm which is anticipated to give results in 
less than 5 minutes); 

 confirm that upstream storage is needed to avoid downstream flooding, if the estimated 
threshold levels are higher (at least at one of the downstream river gauges) than the 
Environment Agency thresholds of possible flooding; if this is the case then Trigger B applies 
- there is a need to store, otherwise there will be downstream flooding. 
 

2.7 DETAILS OF FUNCTIONALITY 3 

2.7.1 Following Trigger B, functionality 3 checks if there is currently sufficient storage available within 
the catchment for the size of the storm that is on its way, as otherwise there is a need to drain 
partly or fully some or all upstream storage areas.  

2.7.2 In order to have this functionality the adaptive system needs to: 

https://flood-warning-information.service.gov.uk/river-and-sea-levels
https://flood-warning-information.service.gov.uk/river-and-sea-levels
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 maintain a GIS record of the location and capacity of all upstream storage areas;  
 maintain live details of the status of the catchment, in terms of catchment wetness as well as 

(from telemetry and soon after Trigger B has taken place) the water levels in the storage 
areas and at key locations along the drainage system;  

 assess the current available volume of retention in the storage areas, based on the water 
level and geometry and design of each storage area; 

 check if the available volume in the storage areas is sufficient to cater for the storm by 
utilising the adaptive programme and/or utilising a simple hydrological model which is made of 
REFH boundaries, storage areas, controls and Muskingham river sections; if their combined 
available storage is not sufficient then Trigger C applies - without emptying, there is 
insufficient upstream storage available. 

2.8 DETAILS OF FUNCTIONALITY 4 

2.8.1 Following Trigger C, functionality 4 checks if there is time to sufficiently empty the storage areas 
prior to the storm reaching the catchment, so that downstream flooding is avoided.  

2.8.2 In order to have this functionality the adaptive system needs to:  

 Identify how to best empty the upstream storage areas using the adaptive software to 
maximise drawdown whilst ensuring no increase in flood risk downstream;  

 check if the downstream water levels would result in flooding as otherwise Trigger D applies - 
there is no time to empty them, partially or fully to cater for the storm. 

2.8.3 It is important to note that the discharges from the storage areas prior to the arrival of the storm 
may need to be regulated. Large flows released from the upstream catchment could worsen the 
situation downstream, if the storm (or part of the storm) arrives to the downstream part of the 
catchment and coincides with the arrival of large flows from the upstream catchment. Large flows 
could also impact on downstream biodiversity.  

2.9 DETAILS OF FUNCTIONALITY 5 

2.9.1 Following Trigger D, functionality 5 involves the adaptive system sending signals to operate 
outfalls at the storage areas as estimated in functionality 4 in order to maximise drawdown while 
ensuring that this does not result in downstream increase in flood risk. 

2.9.2 The optimisation engine will automatically control the openings of the storage areas via telemetry 
with the aim of maximising the total volume of drawdown. In this case, Flood Risk Management 
Objective 1 of maximising drawdown volume transfer is nearly achieved subject to the 
optimisation of functionality 6 (see below). 

 

2.10 DETAILS OF FUNCTIONALITY 6 

2.10.1 Following the achievement of Objective 1, functionality 6 further optimises the release of water 
from some or all the storage areas, as the storm propagates; this is because the adaptive 
software is re-run a number of times (every 15 minutes) with new information available from the 
Met Office. The aim is to continue maximising the total volume of drawdown on the basis of more 
accurate and updated information (the Met Office predictions become more accurate as the storm 
progresses). Therefore Objective 1 is fully achieved at this stage through real time optimisation. 

2.10.2 As the machine learning algorithm and the adaptive software are re-run many times, and the 
moment when drawdown needs to stop becomes nearer and nearer, the actual time when the 
drawdown stops is when the optimisation engine estimates it to be less than 15 minutes (before 
the next Met Office dataset arrives). This is the time when Trigger E applies for each storage area 
(which can be at different times) by closing the outfall and stopping the drawdown.  
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2.10.3 The algorithm and the adaptive software program are not only run many times to continue 
optimising the drawdown, but also to assess when the storage areas need to be refilled. 

2.11 DETAILS OF FUNCTIONALITY 7 

2.11.1 Following Trigger E, functionality 7 optimises storage with almost real time data by continuing to 
run the adaptive software to decide: 

 when to start filling each storage area; 
 how to operate the inlet into each storage area as the storm passes through the catchment.  

2.11.2 Both the rate of inlet and outlet flows may need to take into account the impact on local 
biodiversity. Such parameters can be built into the adaptive software program. 

2.11.3 The time when each storage area needs to start filling is when the optimisation engine estimates 
it to be less than 15 minutes (before the next Met Office data arrives). This is the time when 
Trigger F applies for each storage area (which can be at different times) by opening the inlet and 
initiating filling of the available storage.   

2.12 DETAILS OF FUNCTIONALITY 8 

2.12.1 Following Trigger F, functionality 8 optimises storage in real time by operating dynamically 
hydraulic structures to use only the storage required (Flood Risk Management Objective 2 has 
been achieved).  

2.12.2 A design principle can therefore be established for adaptive systems: to design smaller storage 
areas than would be needed under fixed operation storage systems.  

2.12.3 An operational principle can also be established: to end each routine with the storage full so that 
water is available for other purposes immediately after a storm.  

2.13 DETAILS OF FUNCTIONALITY 9 

2.13.1 When the storage areas are full, the inlets are closed  and the optimisation engine has achieved 
the main Flood Risk Management Objective 3 of minimising downstream flooding. 

2.14 ACCURACY IN THE PREDICTION 

2.14.1 There will be cases when downstream flooding can be completely removed and other cases 
where this is not possible. Each depends on both the accuracy of the original data and the 
parameters that apply to each of the above functionalities. These parameters are as follows: 

 the size, shape and slope of the catchment; 
 the distances between the upstream storage system and the downstream areas at risk; 
 the location and number of storage areas; 
 the amount of good quality historical data from which the machine learning algorithm has 

been built; 
 the amount of model simulation data that has been used to supplement storms for the 

machine learning algorithm; 
 the initial wetness of the catchment; 
 the initial availability of storage in the storage areas; 
 the accuracy of the Met Office forecast data; 
 the magnitude, extent and coverage of the storm within the catchment; 
 the time available since the storm has been identified and the speed of the storm. 
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3 LIST OF DATA REQUIREMENTS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

3.1.1 This chapter identifies the minimum and the ideal data requirements for the achievement of the 
objectives of this study. These are summarised in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 – Data Requirements 

Minimum data requirements Full data requirements 

At least one raingauge and 3 years of 15 
minute interval raingauge data within or in the 
vicinity of the catchment.  

Three raingauges or more with 20 years or 
more of 15 minute interval raingauge data 
within and in the vicinity of the catchment. 
‘Nowcast’ Met Office archive data for the same 
period as raingauges, identifying shape, rainfall 
depths and direction of storm. 

At least 3 years of 15 minute interval 
downstream level gauge data within the 
catchment.  The level gauge needs to correlate 
to downstream flood risk and have been 
recorded for the same time periods as the 
rainfall. 

One or more level gauges with 20 years or 
more of 15 minute interval downstream level 
gauge data within the catchment.  The level 
gauge needs to correlate to downstream flood 
risk and have been recorded for the same time 
periods as the rainfall. 

Design characteristics of the storage areas 
(level-volume data, crest level, details of 
hydraulic structures and hydraulic connectivity 
between them. 

Design characteristics of the storage areas 
(level-volume data, crest level, details of 
hydraulic structures and hydraulic connectivity 
between them. 

Real time status of the storage areas (volume, 
settings of hydraulic structures and current 
operation, such as suppling flows for irrigation). 

Real time status of the storage areas (volume, 
settings of hydraulic structures and current 
operation, such as suppling flows for irrigation). 

Continuous recording of rainfall and level 
gauged data (same raingauge and level gauge 
which were used to obtain the historical data)  

Continuous recording of rainfall and level 
gauged data (same raingauges and level 
gauges which were used to obtain the historical 
data)  

Correlation of gauge levels and flooding of 
property, infrastructure and natural assets 

Correlation of gauge levels and flooding of 
property, infrastructure and natural assets 

  Soil Moisture Deficit values for the same time 
periods as the rainfall and within the catchment 
and real time status of the catchment in terms 
of Soil Moisture Deficit and baseflow. 
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4 MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHM 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

4.1.1 This chapter focuses on the development of the machine algorithm which is able to use the 
minimum data requirements (refer to Table 3.1), as the purpose of this study is to assess the 
viability of machine learning. Nevertheless, samples of additional data have been obtained and 
processed to assess how this data could be incorporated into future developments of the 
algorithm (for example Met Office NIMROD data – see below). 

4.2 DATA COLLECTION 

4.2.1 The first task has been to explore different sources of datasets for the machine learning element 
of the study and the two potential providers identified were the Environment Agency and the Met 
Office. 

4.2.2 The Met Office has provided a sample dataset with the historic precipitation data. The dataset 
contains grid data (2km grid) for an area in Wales. The dataset has been provided in two formats 
(GRIB and NIMROD) and both have been successfully imported through Python software 
language. Setting up the Python libraries has proven easier in the case of NIMROD files. 

4.2.3 The cost of acquiring the whole historic dataset since July 2007 from Met Office has been 
restrictive for this project and the alternative solution of using Environment Agency rainfall data 
has been pursued. By not using NIMROD data, the algorithm could not learn in terms of the 
speed, direction and extent of the storm. Nevertheless, rainfall data from the Environment Agency 
for more than one raingauge has allowed the system to train in respect of the spatial (up to a 
certain extent) and temporal variation of rainfall across the catchment. 

4.2.4 The team is grateful to the Environment Agency Reading Office (David Rylands) for providing the 
project with long term records for three catchments in the Thames Region. This data has matched 
the criteria for the machine learning algorithm. The datasets include three catchments with two 
types of data for each: a set of rainfall time series from raingauges around the catchment and 
gauged level time series at various locations downstream. 

4.2.5 Soil Moisture Deficit data and baseflow are not considered a requirement at this stage as the 
algorithm does learn implicitly (up to a certain extent), about this condition by inspecting recent 
rainfall. 

4.3 DATA INTEGRATION 

4.3.1 The data has been organised in CSV (comma separated values) files, each containing a single 
time series, with a header containing all the metadata for each data collection point. The time 
resolution for the time series is 15 minutes and covers a period of 17 years (2000 to 2017). 

4.3.2 Data has been pre-processed to make it ready for importing through Python. For this reason, any 
missing values have been identified and replaced with zeros (especially on the precipitation 
datasets where a number values were missing). 

4.3.3 In order to make the import process automatic, the data has been organised in an efficient way. 
The data had different overlapping periods and needed to be aligned based on their dates and 
times. The solution came from the Python library ‘Pandas’, which has been able to organise and 
align the datasets in a specific data structure called ‘dataframe’. With ‘Pandas’, it has been 
possible to filter and join the data under common date-time information. 
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4.3.4 As the project has started with two different types of datasets (coming from Met office and 
Environment Agency), a script has been developed to convert the precipitation data files into 
NIMROD files and ESRI ASCII Raster files (widely used from 2D modelling software). The script 
uses a weighted average technique to estimate the cell values of a grid based on the distance 
between the cell and the sources. 

4.4 ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT – INITIAL STEP 

4.4.1 The algorithm has been developed by building a data model for predicting flood levels using only 
the precipitation information for a specific catchment (based on the minimum data requirements of 
Table 3.1). 

4.4.2 The solution is based on machine learning methods that can learn from the data over a training 
phase. Once the model is trained then it is possible to test and compare the results with the real 
data, and thus to evaluate the model’s performance. As more than one level gauge dataset has 
been provided within each catchment, it has been possible to train and create multiple machine 
learning models for each catchment, using the precipitation data as input and a different level 
gauge data for each model as output. The role of a machine learning algorithm is to reasonably 
match the outputs against real world events based on the inputs provided. 

4.4.3 The initial step has been to test that the assumption of causality between precipitation data and 
flood data is valid. In order to achieve this, the model has been trained for classification. For the 
definition of two meaningful classes, the differential of the gauged level profile has also been used 
to track the speed of change in water level. Then a steepness threshold has been introduced to 
differentiated steep values (labelled as class 1) while the other less steep values that are below 
the threshold have been classed as 0. Therefore, it has been possible to build a model that can 
predict if the level of the surface water is rising steeply or not. 

4.5 ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT – APPLICATION OF NEURAL NETWORKS 

4.5.1 The most suitable way for solving this problem is the application of neural networks. Specifically, 
the Long short-term memory (LSTM) neural network has been found to be the most applicable 
form of recurrent neural network. Among the good properties of this type of neural network is the 
ability to remember values for both short and long periods. 

4.5.2 Traditional neural networks tend to look at each event separately, ignoring the past values. 
Recurrent neural networks are passing the previous information to the next step, making it a 
perfect candidate for this type of time-series prediction. 

4.5.3 The LSTM variant increases the memory ability of the neural network to a longer time-depth, 
making it able to keep information from the past and generalise the model. For the 
implementation of the above methods, a Python library called Keras has been used. Keras acts 
as an interface for the widely used numerical computation libraries Theano and Google’s 
Tensorflow. 

4.5.4 The input data is the precipitation values that are extracted from the raingauges for each 
catchment. For example, a catchment with three surrounding rain gauges will have three inputs to 
the neural network (Rain1, Rain2, Rain3). At the same time, the output will be water levels at a 
specific point in the river/pipe at a specific date-time. However, this setup with three inputs and 
one output is weak by itself, as the information on the input layer is limited because there is no 
inclusion of the past values of the precipitation data. This is important as otherwise there would be 
no certainty over the amount of time it takes for the system to respond to a weather event. 
Therefore, the solution is to generalise the model by including the past values over a specific 
amount of time. 

4.5.5 The training and the testing phase establishes a classification accuracy value that varies from 
53% to 87% for different catchments. The lower end is close to randomness and implies a sub-
optimal data model, while the upper end creates a sufficiently robust model. 
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4.6 ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT – REGRESSION MODEL 

The goal is to provide a data model that predicts the water level value given precipitation values. 
This can be achieved by turning the classification problem into a regression problem by removing 
the ‘activation function’ from the output layer. 

Thus, the neural network is trained to estimate the actual level value from the precipitation data. 
In order to achieve a more efficient training phase, an extra input to the input layer has been 
used. This input is the previous past value of the water level, which helps the model to find the 
next one. On the testing phase, instead of using the real water level as an input, it is possible to 
use the previous water level prediction. Therefore, the system can use a precipitation forecast to 
predict the next water level values for multiple timesteps. 
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5 ADAPTIVE OPTIMISATION 

SOFTWARE 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

5.1.1 The adaptation of the Knowledge Transfer Partnership adaptive optimisation algorithm has been 
used to enable the development of a programme that is able to store floodwater at the right time 
and at the right place and thus minimise downstream flood risk. Details of this are presented in a 
paper at Appendix A. 

5.1.2 Traditionally, the most commonly used optimisation algorithms are evolutionary algorithms (EAs). 
In the water sector, multi-objective, heuristic optimisation methods are used widely for 
applications such as design of networks, rehabilitation of networks and multi-reservoir 
management. Generally, EAs are computationally expensive and in some applications, surrogate-
based approaches are used instead. EAs are not adaptive algorithms and therefore do not 
respond to the specific environmental conditions present. 

5.1.3 An adaptive optimisation method based on a constrained least mean squares (LMS) variant is 
instead used as this can control and react to sudden changes of a water network. Specifically, 
each node of the network has a specific target in terms of volume and the algorithm controls the  
flows in order for the target to be met. The flood targets may be set by the authority responsible 
for flood protection in a locality, but local storage targets may use criteria set by a land owner. The 
adaptiveness of the algorithm ensures that even if the targets are constantly changing, the 
algorithm will always iterate to find the optimum solution. 

5.1.4 In order to demonstrate the validity of this approach, the adaptive software programme uses 
output from the machine learning algorithm based on the minimum requirements (Table 3.1). 

5.2 DATA COLLECTION 

5.2.1 Base data required for the creation of a model of the storage areas and their links is listed below: 

• Design characteristics of the storage areas (level-volume data, crest level, details of hydraulic 
structures and hydraulic connectivity between them; 

• Correlation of gauge levels and flooding of property, infrastructure and natural assets; 

• Real time status of the storage areas (volume, settings of hydraulic structures and current 
operation). 

5.2.2 The design characteristics of storage areas can either be obtained from as-built drawings and 
reports or as a result of topographic surveys and hydraulic assessments.  

5.2.3 The correlation of gauged levels and flooding of property is information that can be provided by 
the Environment Agency or as a result of interrogating hydraulic models (existing or built for this 
purpose).  

5.2.4 Real time status of the storage areas can be obtained through the use of sensors, wireless 
telemetry and solar energy in order to service any location in the UK. 
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5.3 DATA INTEGRATION 

5.3.1 The adaptive optimisation algorithm has been adapted so that outputs from the machine learning 
algorithm (the prediction of downstream water levels) can be used as the target for the 
downstream storage node. 

5.3.2 Rainfall data has been converted to volume inflows at upstream nodes to represent rainfall falling 
in different upstream sub-catchments. The storage in the nodes represents the net amount of 
rainfall in each sub-catchment after considering that which is lost through infiltration and 
evaporation. 

5.3.3 Targets are set up for each storage area and specific requirements are set up in terms of which 
storage areas take precedence over others. In general, the upstream storage areas take 
precedence. However, this does not mean that they are filled as soon as floodwater arrives as 
their function is also to attenuate the peak of the storm (refer to Figure 1) and therefore timing is 
critical. 

5.4 ADAPTIVE OPTIMISATION SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
The adaptive optimisation software has been developed as part of the Knowledge Transfer 
Partnership and it is linked to a GIS software platform that is able to obtain open data from 
government sources in real time. 

The adaptive software works on the principle that storage can be used more effectively when 
compared to a static system by dynamically operating hydraulic structures at the right time and at 
the right place. There are examples in literature which confirms this. This was also demonstrated 
as part of our 2013 R&D study which was used to support the report “Flexible, real-time control of 
water retention in the landscape using a network of upstream flow control devices” by Dr Wouter 
Buytaert from Imperial College on behalf of PyTerra, which demonstrated the benefit of 
dynamically controlled structures to reduce downstream flood risk.  

Details of the adaptive software development can be found in the final November 2017 KTP 
report. 
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6 SCENARIO TESTING  

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

6.1.1 The system has been tested for the extreme July 2007 event. 

6.1.2 The machine learning algorithm has been tested for accuracy on a number of catchments and it 
has then focused on the Emm Brook catchment in Wokingham, to predict the water levels at the 
Wokingham gauging station. The predicted water levels have been fed to the adaptive software to 
identify how potential storage areas could effectively alleviate downstream flooding.  

6.2 TESTING THE ACCURACY OF PREDICTION 

6.2.1 During the first stage of the trials a recurrent neural network has been used to classify the 
differentiated water levels. This has proven a useful exercise and the accuracy metric of the 
testing phase provides a good indication of the quality of the specific data model.  

6.2.2 The generality of the machine learning algorithm model can be quantified by the difference 
between the accuracy of the training phase and the testing phase. The results for all the 
catchments are presented in the Tables 6.1 to 6.3 below: 

            Table 6.1 – Accuracy Comparison – Wokingham gauge on the Emm Brook  

 Training Phase Accuracy Testing Phase Accuracy 
Wokingham 75% 74% 

Binfield 87% 87% 
 
            Table 6.2 – Accuracy Comparison – South London 

 Training Phase Accuracy Testing Phase Accuracy 
Wimbledon 80% 70% 

Worcester Park 84% 83% 
Worcester Road 72% 71% 

 
            Table 6.3 – Accuracy Comparison – North London 
 

 Training Phase Accuracy Testing Phase Accuracy 
Waxwell Lane 86% 84% 

Wembley 63% 53% 
Village Way 77% 76% 

Yeading East 80% 79% 
 

6.2.3 As the results indicate, there are cases where the performance is poor (Wembley) and the gap 
between the training and testing accuracy is significant (Wimbledon). With regards to the former, 
there may be lots of noise in the data or the causality between the two datasets is low. In the 
second case, the problem is the ‘overfitting’ of the data on the training dataset, resulting in a non-
general model. 
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6.3 EVALUATION OF THE REGRESSION PERFORMANCE 

6.3.1 The second stage is the evaluation of the regression performance. In this case, a regression 
model is trained in order to predict the value of the water level based on the precipitation 
information and the past value of the water level. The first prediction results are shown in Figure 
6.1 below. 

Figure 6.1 – Initial comparison of predicted and recorded water levels - Wokingham gauge 

 

6.3.2 The horizontal axis is the number of time steps where each time step is 15 minutes and the 
vertical axis is the water level in m AOD. The red line is the predicted water level while the blue is 
the actual. As it can clearly be seen in the plot the prediction is poor with the red line diverging as 
the forecast goes further in the future. 

6.3.3 The reason is that the model is biased and when there is no rainfall event, it fails to predict 
correctly. However, the response is very accurate when an event occurs (peaks on the red line 
are following very well the ones on the blue line). The issue can be corrected by removing from 
the dataset the samples that have zero rainfall at all raingauges. This way, only the valuable 
information is kept and the system is trained for those events only. 

6.3.4 The remarkably improved result can be shown in Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2 – Improved comparison of predicted and recorded water levels - Wokingham gauge 

 

6.3.5 As it is clear, the model can predict events even for 10 days in the future, assuming that the 
precipitation forecast is accurate. In this case, by skipping all zero precipitation events, it means 
that there are some discontinuities on the real water level data. In the case where single events 
are considered, these discontinuities are not present and therefore the predictions are more 
accurate. 

6.3.6 In Figure 6.3 a further improved forecast is achieved by working on a single event where the 
predicted (red line) matches the actual event with a very minor error. 
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Figure 6.3 – Single event comparison of predicted and recorded water levels - Wokingham gauge 

 

6.4 TESTING OF A SPECIFIC EVENT 

6.4.1 The July 2007 event has been chosen to test the approach due to its extreme nature. If the 
results are reasonable for this event, then they will be better for more frequent but less extreme 
ones (as there is more data available for the system to be trained). 

 The results of the testing are provided in the figures below: 
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Figure 6.4 – Extreme event comparison of predicted and recorded water levels.  

                

Figure 6.5 – Water Network Topology 
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6.6 – Results for each node for the July 2007 event 
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6.4.2 In figure 6.6, the outcome of the optimisation algorithm is shown. The goal is to keep the water 
volume of node 1 under a specific limit in order to avoid flooding downstream. For this reason 
node 2 has been added to help store the excess amount of water and keep all the nodes within 
limits. Node 1 is limited to 40000 m3 while the event is still ongoing and the flood downstream is 
alleviated.   

6.4.3 The outcome of the test demonstrates that it is possible to use machine learning and adaptive 
optimisation to automate and optimise the storage and release of floodwater at a localised level or 
catchment scale.   
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7 CONCLUSIONS, DISSEMINATION AND 

APPLICATIONS 

7.1 CONCLUSIONS 

7.1.1 The aim of this project is to demonstrate that it is feasible to develop an adaptive system of 
upstream flood storage retention in a natural and/or pipe network system at locations where there 
is downstream flood risk; the objectives are: 

 to maximise downstream volume transfer prior to a storm arriving, by draining upstream 
storage areas and at flow rates that do not result in downstream flooding; 

 to minimise the amount of storage required compared with a static system by dynamically 
operating hydraulic structures; and 

 to minimise downstream flood risk. 

In order to achieve these aims the team has developed a unique and highly efficient machine 
learning algorithm that predicts hours and days in advance, flood level, flood volumes and 
therefore potential downstream flooding of property, infrastructure and natural assets.  

This prediction is then used to inform an adaptive software programme which is able to 
dynamically assess when and how much excess rainwater needs to be stored in, and released 
from, available upstream multi-use storage areas, in order to prevent the predicted downstream 
flooding. 

An earlier version of the adaptive software programme has already been developed as part of the 
Knowledge Transfer Partnership between the University of Surrey, WSP and PyTerra, however it 
has been adapted so that it can work seamlessly with the machine learning algorithm.  

The machine learning algorithm specifically ‘learns’ from many years of long records of rainfall 
and gauged flood level datasets within a catchment which are recorded every 15 minutes; the 
algorithm thrives with long and good quality representative records.  

Once the algorithm has assimilated all the historical data, it can then predict from forecast Met 
Office data flood levels at gauging stations and therefore potential downstream flooding of 
property in less than 5 minutes. 

This is a significant development, which can complement the current practice of using expensive 
and in general slower hydrological/hydraulic models, for the prediction of flooding and for the 
dissemination of flood warnings to the public. 

The machine learning algorithm uses a recurrent neural network approach together with a 
regression model and has been tested on a number of UK catchments. For those catchments 
where there are long records of good quality data, the approach achieves an average 80% 
accuracy, which demonstrates the viability of the approach.  

Scenario testing on the Emm Brook in Wokingham has demonstrated the effectiveness of both 
the machine learning algorithm and the application of the adaptive software.  

7.2 DISSEMINATION 

7.2.1 The general results of the project will be disseminated through the ICE as well as the following 
channels: 
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 The findings will be fed into the findings of the Knowledge Transfer Partnership between 
WSP’ and the University of Surrey, which finishes in December 2017, and this will help 
accelerate the development of commercial products. 

 A roadshow for local authorities will be organised which will demonstrate how investment into 
adaptive infrastructure can better protect their communities from flooding. 

 Publication in water-related journals (e.g. The Water Report, for which Arscott has previously 
written) and also in sector-specific journals such as the NFU and CLA. 

 The new knowledge from the Project will be shared with the University of Surrey and lead to 
academic dissemination in conferences such as “IEEE World Congress on Computational 
Intelligence” and best practice reports (e.g. in collaboration with institutes’ such as the IET). 
The University of Surrey will extend international recognition in machine learning and data 
analytics by working on this use-case for flood protection. 

 New teaching materials may result from such a project, allowing University students, whether 
in Civil Engineering or Computer Science, to have the opportunity to appreciate and analyse a 
real-world application of Computer Science. The potential teaching modules to incorporate 
these findings have been identified - “Data Structures and Algorithms” and “The Internet of 
Things”. 

7.3 APPLICATIONS 

7.3.1 A particular application of this study would be to improve the effectiveness of Natural Flood 
Management schemes at localised and catchment scale.  

7.3.2 Currently, Natural Flood Management schemes are being designed and implemented with fixed 
controls for the storage of flood water, which means that these can be effective for some storms 
and not for others. If floodwater is stored too early or too late for a given size, intensity and shape 
of storm, the scheme could have a much lesser effect in reducing downstream flood risk. 

7.3.3 The application of machine learning and adaptiveness from this project would allow Natural Flood 
Management schemes to store floodwater at the right time for each individual size, intensity and 
extent of storm, thus maximising the effectiveness of storing floodwater and reducing downstream 
flood risk. This is an important consideration that needs further investigation to quantify the 
effectiveness of the proposed new application when compared to current practice. 

7.3.4 A similar application is to improve the effectiveness of existing storage areas by incorporating the 
machine learning and adaptiveness into their design. This may require the replacement of fixed 
hydraulic controls with hydraulic devices that can change their settings remotely via telemetry 
systems. 

7.3.5 Another application is the installation of smart water butts in new and existing developments 
which will be operated automatically from a central system using this new technology. The aim is 
to normally use them for water re-use (mainly from roof runoff); however they can be partially or 
fully emptied in time prior to a storm arriving. By doing this, the smart water butts will have the 
functionality of both flood storage and water re-use. 

7.3.6 The future of Smart Cities incorporates significant green infrastructure and the greening of walls 
and roofs in buildings. Smart water storage systems can be installed to work in a similar way as 
smart water butts but with larger storage volumes. 
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Abstract—In this era of climate change, there is a growing
need to offer adaptive learning algorithms in the optimisation
of natural resources. These resources are typically optimised
by evolutionary algorithms. However, evolutionary algorithms
(EAs) are no longer adequate due to the ‘drift’ component
introduced by environmental factors such as flash flooding.
We therefore propose a novel constrained Least Mean Squares
(LMS) algorithm for the optimisation of flow networks. For
rigor, we provide a stability analysis of our adaptive algorithm,
which enables us to interpret the physical meaning of the
network at equilibrium. We evaluate our proposed method
against genetic algorithm (GA), the most common evolutionary
algorithm. The results are promising: not only the proposed
constrained LMS has a performance advantage over GA, but
its computational cost is significantly lower making it more
suitable for real-time applications.

1. Introduction

The need for smart systems for the management of our
natural resources has become essential for the sustainability
of the environment. Moreover, unpredictable weather events
can create significant problems and planning ahead is essen-
tial for the minimisation of the impact. The nonstationarity
of environmental data means that any machine learning so-
lution should be able to cater for the ‘drift’ and therefore be
adaptive in nature. In this paper, we propose a smart system
for the optimisation of flow networks in the management of
water resources.

In the past decade, there has been a strong emphasis in
the computational intelligence community to address smart
grid applications, yet other network-based problems such
as those in flow networks (e.g. water networks) have not
received as much attention [1]. As a result, algorithmic
solutions for water and gas networks are still at an early
stage compared to their smart grid counterpart. One of
challenges encountered in flow networks lies in the limited
level of actuation to automate such networks. However,
with advent of Internet of Things, the increasing ubiquity
of sensors and actuators in smart city applications first
highlights that smart automation of flow networks is not
fiction, and second smart systems are becoming increasingly

important, especially in this era of climate change [2][3]. To
cater for such nonstationary conditions, we will focus on the
adaptive optimisation of flow networks.

Flow networks are defined as directed graphs with
specific edge capacity and can model accurately gas and
water networks. Previous works have focused mainly on
the exploitation of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) for the
long-term planning and management of natural resources.
In this context, EAs (e.g. genetic algorithm) were optimal
in the design and rehabilitation of gas and water networks
[4]–[7]. However, EAs are non-adaptive. As such, non-
stationary conditions cannot be naturally accounted for,
especially in the context of dynamic environmental changes
[8]. Our work addresses this shortcoming in the literature to
propose an adaptive solution, which can cope with real-time
applications. We are focusing on the resource management
problem on a dynamic environment which is essential for
an optimised smart network.

Specifically, we propose a constrained least mean
squares (LMS) based algorithm that can simulate and op-
timise accurately the operation of a smart network. Each
node of the network has a specific target in terms of
volume and the algorithm control the flows in order the
target to be met. The targets are set based on various
factors, such as consumption demand, weather forecasting
and environmental aspects. The adaptive properties of the
method ensures that even when the targets are dynamically
changing the algorithm always iterates to find the optimum
solution. Especially, in extreme conditions (for example, a
flash flood), the responsiveness of such an algorithm is a
high priority. In Section 2, we introduce the constrained
LMS for flow networks and illuminate the optimal condi-
tions of our constrained LMS algorithm at convergence.
In Section 3, we evaluate our proposed method against
genetic algorithm (GA), which is the established method
in optimising flow networks [4][9]. Finally, we conclude by
assessing the results and highlight the advantages of our
method.

In this paper, we use normal font for scalars. To denote
matrices we use bold capital letters while for vectors, we
use bold lower-case letters. All vectors are column vectors.
The transpose of a matrix or a vector is denoted by the
superscript (·)T and ‖ · ‖ represents the `2-norm.
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Figure 1: A fully connected flow network with N = 6 nodes.

2. Constrained LMS for flow networks

Consider a network of N nodes as in Fig. 1. Each node
has a value uk(t) which represents the capacity of each
node. Moreover, there is a target value dk(t) that represents
the desired amount to be stored within the kth node. If we
write the same values in vector form {dt,ut} collecting all
the values from the network, we can introduce an N × N
matrix A that represents the flows between the nodes. The
amount of material that flows from node j to node i is
expressed as a percentage of uj(t) in terms of αij of the
matrix A. Due to the non-negative nature of the quantity
‘percentage’, the first constraint is to enforce non-negativity
on the matrix A. The ‘flow’ of the network can now be
modelled as

ut+1 = Aut (1)

The main objective is to estimate the optimal value of
A such that E ‖d−Au‖2 is minimised (where E denotes
the expectation operator). Thus, the cost function of the
optimisation problem can be formulated as:

J(A) = E ‖d−Au‖2 (2)

Moreover, we need to enforce the second constraint, which
is the conservation of mass for the whole system. Therefore,
each column of the matrix A should sum to 1. This can be
written in a compact form as:

1
T
NA = 1

T
N (3)

where 1N is a N × 1 vector of ones. Thus, the Lagrangian
can be written as:

L(A,λ) = E ‖d−Au‖2 + (1TNA− 1
T
N )λ (4)

where λ denotes the vector of the Lagrange multipliers.
The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions must be satisfied at the
optimum solution {Ao,λo}, meaning that

∇AL(A
o,λo) = 0 (5)

where ∇A is the gradient with respect to A. Substituting the
Lagrangian of Eq. (4) into Eq. (5) we obtain the following
equation:

2(d−Au)uT + 1λT = 0 (6)

1λT = −2(d−Au)uT (7)

In order to replace the Lagrange multipliers in Eq. (4), we
need to estimate the terms 1TNλ and 1

T
NAλ. Using Eq. (7)

and replacing the terms uuT and duT with the covariance
Ru and cross covariance Rdu matrices respectively, we can
express the terms of Eq. (4) as:

1
T
Nλ = Tr(1NλT )

= 2Tr(ARu)− 2Tr(Rdu) (8)

1
T
NAλ = Tr(1NλTA)

= 2Tr(ARuA)− 2Tr(RduA) (9)

where Tr(·) denotes the trace operator. Substituting the
above expressions into Eq. (4), the Lagrangian function can
conveniently be expressed as:

L(A) =E ‖d−Au‖2 + 2Tr(ARuA)

− 2Tr(RduA)− 2Tr(ARu) + 2Tr(Rdu) (10)

The condition of Eq. (5) needs to be satisfied in this new
form of the Lagrangian, that is,

∇AL(A
o) = 0. (11)

By calculating the gradient of the Lagrangian expression
in Eq. (10) with respect to A, we reach the following
conditions:

2(d−Au)uT − 2RT
du + 2ATRT

u + 2RT
uA

T − 2RT
u = 0

(Rdu −RT
du︸ ︷︷ ︸

Term I

) + (AT −A︸ ︷︷ ︸
Term II

)Ru +Ru(A
T − IN︸ ︷︷ ︸
Term III

) = 0 (12)

where IN denotes the N ×N identity matrix.
If we analyse Equation (12), which reflects the con-

vergence of the proposed constrained LMS, the terms (I)-
(III) can be interpreted as the conditions for stability at
convergence:

I. Rdu −RT
du = 0 (13)

II. AT −A = 0 (14)
III. AT − I = 0. (15)

Condition (I) implies that the cross-covariance between
the target d and the current u volume of each node must
be symmetric, however cross-covariance is generally non-
symmetric. The symmetricity of the cross covariance is due
to the approximation d ≈ Au from (2) at convergence. In
other words, the current volume of each node has reached
the target volume at convergence. This is further confirmed
by Condition (III), which implies that A = I.

Condition (II) means the flow matrix A needs to be
symmetric. In fact, Condition (II) conforms with Condition
(III) that A = I, as Condition (III) means that there is no
flow between the nodes (αij=αji = 0). Moreover, Condition
(III) verifies the mass conservation constraint of Eq. (3)
still holds at convergence. Now that we have analysed the
constrained LMS algorithm, we proceed on the simulation
section to evaluate our proposed algorithm.



Option Method
Creation Uniform Distribution
Selection Stochastic Uniform Function
Mutation Gaussian Function
Crossover Scatter Function

TABLE 1: Genetic algorithm options

Experiment Constr. LMS GA
Single Target 139.1 344.5
Triple Target 315.8 606.4

TABLE 2: Method Comparison based on total error

3. Simulations

This section provides two sets of experiments simulating
a water supply network. The first experiment simulated a
non-drift environment, whereas the second one simulated
a drift environment. In these two sets of simulations, we
evaluated the performance of constrained LMS against the
performance of a genetic algorithm [9].

Consider a water network of N = 6 nodes as shown in
Fig. 1. Each node had a specific target volume value dk and
a initial volume value uk(0) assigned to it. The initial and
target values were taken from a random number generator
with a uniform distribution and a range from 0 to 100 m3.
For these two sets of simulation, the constrained LMS
algorithm was updated as follows:

At+1 = At + µ(dt −Atut)u
T
t (16)

After each update step, a set of constraints were enforced to
the estimate A in order to keep the solution conformed with
the physical properties of the system. Specifically, as the
elements αij of the flow matrix A represent volume percent-
ages, these quantities needed to be nonnegative. Therefore,
the first constraint was expressed as:

αij ≥ 0, ∀i, j (17)

The second constraint was based on the flow limits we
have on physical water networks between the nodes. In order
to achieve a realistic simulation of a water network, we
set a maximum flow value between the nodes. As such,
we used a 5% upper limit for every connection within the
network. The only matrix elements that did not follow this
constraint were the diagonal elements of A. Its diagonal
elements reflected the amount of water that was kept at a
specific node after each iteration. The second constraint can
therefore be expressed as:

αij ≤ 0.05, ∀i, j with i 6= j (18)

Hence, the values of αij were bounded by the lower (17)
and then upper (18) limit. Finally, the third constraint (3) on
the mass conservation was also enforced at each iteration of
(16). The diagonal values were estimated in such a way
that each column of A summed to unity. This way, we
circumvented any normalisation step that would violate the
first two constraints.
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Figure 2: Learning curves for constrained LMS and GA.
Constrained LMS performance is significantly better that
the GA.

As for the genetic algorithm (GA), the same cost func-
tion (2) and set of constraints (3), (17)-(18) were used. Fur-
thermore, we considered the GA options as shown in Table
1. At each iteration, GA found an estimation of Ao, which
was used a starting point for the next iteration. Therefore,
there was a continuity in the search of the optimum solution.

On the first experiment the same targets and initial
volumes were used for both methods. For constrained LMS,
the learning rate µ was set at 4.5 × 10−4 in (16), a value
that offered a good balance between convergence speed
and stability. The performance metric used was the root
mean squared error (RMSE) between the target and actual
volumes. Mathematically, this metric can be computed as:

RMSE(t) =
√
E((d− ut)2) (19)

The results of the first experiment are shown in Fig. 2. It
is clear from the figure that constrained LMS converged after
21 iterations while the GA converged after 26 iterations.
In other words, the rate of convergence of the constrained
LMS was greater than that of GA rate. This can be crucial
for critical applications where the system needs to be highly
reactive to rapid changes of the environment.

In the second experiment, the target volumes of each
node were dynamically changed. In particular, we employed
the same mechanism to set three different random sets of tar-
gets and assign them to three equal intervals (1-50, 51-100,
101-150). As shown in Fig. 3, constrained LMS performed
better. In particular, the difference between the error for the
two methods was significant. The adaptive properties of the
LMS has proven to be valuable in applications where the
data are dynamic.

In order to quantify the results, the sum of errors were
computed and presented in Table 2 for both methods and
experiments. Constrained LMS achieved nearly twice as



better results than the GA method. On comparing the two
methods, we can make the following remarks:

• Constrained LMS converged not only faster, but its
convergence was smoother than the GA equivalent.
In particular, GA’s performance on the transient state
was not as smooth as that of the LMS algorithm,
which was reflected by the small peaks at Iteration
5 and 11 in Fig. 2. This is not surprising due to the
meta-heuristic nature of EAs.

• At the steady state, the constrained LMS performed
better than GA. The error values that were achieved
from GA were of the order of 10−4 whereas for the
LMS, the errors were of the order of 10−10 after 50
iterations.

• Consequently, the constrained LMS outperformed
the GA equivalent not only at the transient state but
also at the steady state. Table 2 confirms the overall
performance superiority of our proposed method
over GA.

• The computational cost of GA is significantly larger
than the cost of the constrained LMS. Indeed, a
simplified approximation of the time complexity of
GA is of the order of O(gmN2) per iteration where
g is the number of generations, m is the size of the
population and N the number of nodes. On the other
hand, the time complexity of LMS is of the order of
O(N2) per iteration. As the size of the population
and the number of generations is not fixed, it is
difficult to make an exact estimation of the time
complexity difference. However, it is clear from the
above figures that LMS is much cheaper than the
GA algorithm. On the actual running time of the
experiment two, it took approximately 100 minutes
for the GA to complete all the 150 iterations while
the constrained LMS completed 150 iterations in less
than 1 second.

• GA is not, by design, an adaptive algorithm, whereas
constrained LMS is inherently adaptive. As such,
we had to adapt GA by feeding in the estimate of
the previous iteration as a starting point for the next
iteration.

• The optimisation problem considered for both exper-
iments were based on a single objective (2), however,
if the optimisation problem considered was set as
multi-objective one, it is envisaged that the genetic
algorithm would outperform the constrained LMS.
For such multi-objective problems [5], the genetic
algorithm would converge but would not be able to
cope with real-time applications, whereas the con-
strained LMS would not converge at all. To this end,
we require a hybrid algorithm that exploits the global
convergence property of an evolutionary algorithm
and the lower computational cost and adaptive oper-
ation of the constrained LMS, which is the subject
of future research.
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Figure 3: Learning curves for three changing targets.

4. Conclusion

We have proposed a constrained LMS algorithm to op-
timise flow networks. In particular, we have shown how the
adaptive nature of the constrained LMS algorithm caters for
the ‘drift’ based on varying targets. For rigour, we have also
provided a stability analysis, which enabled us to interpret
mathematically that at convergence, there is no flow between
nodes and that each node has reached the desired target
volume, as expected. As an example of a real-world appli-
cation, we have considered a water supply network taking
into consideration the physical constraints of the system
and showed that our proposed LMS algorithm outperformed
the genetic algorithm in simulations that accounted for
both stationary and non-stationary environment. For single
objective optimisations, our results indicate the suitability of
our proposed LMS algorithm for real-time operation, which
can be beneficial in this era of flash flooding.
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	2.11 details of functionality 7
	2.11.1 Following Trigger E, functionality 7 optimises storage with almost real time data by continuing to run the adaptive software to decide:
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	3 List of data requirements
	3.1 introduction
	3.1.1 This chapter identifies the minimum and the ideal data requirements for the achievement of the objectives of this study. These are summarised in Table 3.1.
	Table 3.1 – Data Requirements


	4 machine learning algorithm
	4.1 Introduction
	4.1.1 This chapter focuses on the development of the machine algorithm which is able to use the minimum data requirements (refer to Table 3.1), as the purpose of this study is to assess the viability of machine learning. Nevertheless, samples of addit...

	4.2 Data collection
	4.2.1 The first task has been to explore different sources of datasets for the machine learning element of the study and the two potential providers identified were the Environment Agency and the Met Office.
	4.2.2 The Met Office has provided a sample dataset with the historic precipitation data. The dataset contains grid data (2km grid) for an area in Wales. The dataset has been provided in two formats (GRIB and NIMROD) and both have been successfully imp...
	4.2.3 The cost of acquiring the whole historic dataset since July 2007 from Met Office has been restrictive for this project and the alternative solution of using Environment Agency rainfall data has been pursued. By not using NIMROD data, the algorit...
	4.2.4 The team is grateful to the Environment Agency Reading Office (David Rylands) for providing the project with long term records for three catchments in the Thames Region. This data has matched the criteria for the machine learning algorithm. The ...
	4.2.5 Soil Moisture Deficit data and baseflow are not considered a requirement at this stage as the algorithm does learn implicitly (up to a certain extent), about this condition by inspecting recent rainfall.

	4.3 Data integration
	4.3.1 The data has been organised in CSV (comma separated values) files, each containing a single time series, with a header containing all the metadata for each data collection point. The time resolution for the time series is 15 minutes and covers a...
	4.3.2 Data has been pre-processed to make it ready for importing through Python. For this reason, any missing values have been identified and replaced with zeros (especially on the precipitation datasets where a number values were missing).
	4.3.3 In order to make the import process automatic, the data has been organised in an efficient way. The data had different overlapping periods and needed to be aligned based on their dates and times. The solution came from the Python library ‘Pandas...
	4.3.4 As the project has started with two different types of datasets (coming from Met office and Environment Agency), a script has been developed to convert the precipitation data files into NIMROD files and ESRI ASCII Raster files (widely used from ...

	4.4 Algorithm development – Initial step
	4.4.1 The algorithm has been developed by building a data model for predicting flood levels using only the precipitation information for a specific catchment (based on the minimum data requirements of Table 3.1).
	4.4.2 The solution is based on machine learning methods that can learn from the data over a training phase. Once the model is trained then it is possible to test and compare the results with the real data, and thus to evaluate the model’s performance....
	4.4.3 The initial step has been to test that the assumption of causality between precipitation data and flood data is valid. In order to achieve this, the model has been trained for classification. For the definition of two meaningful classes, the dif...

	4.5 ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT – APPLICATION OF NEURAL NETWORKS
	4.5.1 The most suitable way for solving this problem is the application of neural networks. Specifically, the Long short-term memory (LSTM) neural network has been found to be the most applicable form of recurrent neural network. Among the good proper...
	4.5.2 Traditional neural networks tend to look at each event separately, ignoring the past values. Recurrent neural networks are passing the previous information to the next step, making it a perfect candidate for this type of time-series prediction.
	4.5.3 The LSTM variant increases the memory ability of the neural network to a longer time-depth, making it able to keep information from the past and generalise the model. For the implementation of the above methods, a Python library called Keras has...
	4.5.4 The input data is the precipitation values that are extracted from the raingauges for each catchment. For example, a catchment with three surrounding rain gauges will have three inputs to the neural network (Rain1, Rain2, Rain3). At the same tim...
	4.5.5 The training and the testing phase establishes a classification accuracy value that varies from 53% to 87% for different catchments. The lower end is close to randomness and implies a sub-optimal data model, while the upper end creates a suffici...

	4.6 Algorithm development – regression model
	The goal is to provide a data model that predicts the water level value given precipitation values. This can be achieved by turning the classification problem into a regression problem by removing the ‘activation function’ from the output layer.
	Thus, the neural network is trained to estimate the actual level value from the precipitation data. In order to achieve a more efficient training phase, an extra input to the input layer has been used. This input is the previous past value of the wate...


	5 Adaptive Optimisation software
	5.1 Introduction
	5.1.1 The adaptation of the Knowledge Transfer Partnership adaptive optimisation algorithm has been used to enable the development of a programme that is able to store floodwater at the right time and at the right place and thus minimise downstream fl...
	5.1.2 Traditionally, the most commonly used optimisation algorithms are evolutionary algorithms (EAs). In the water sector, multi-objective, heuristic optimisation methods are used widely for applications such as design of networks, rehabilitation of ...
	5.1.3 An adaptive optimisation method based on a constrained least mean squares (LMS) variant is instead used as this can control and react to sudden changes of a water network. Specifically, each node of the network has a specific target in terms of ...
	5.1.4 In order to demonstrate the validity of this approach, the adaptive software programme uses output from the machine learning algorithm based on the minimum requirements (Table 3.1).

	5.2 Data collection
	5.2.1 Base data required for the creation of a model of the storage areas and their links is listed below:
	 Design characteristics of the storage areas (level-volume data, crest level, details of hydraulic structures and hydraulic connectivity between them;
	 Correlation of gauge levels and flooding of property, infrastructure and natural assets;
	5.2.2 The design characteristics of storage areas can either be obtained from as-built drawings and reports or as a result of topographic surveys and hydraulic assessments.
	5.2.3 The correlation of gauged levels and flooding of property is information that can be provided by the Environment Agency or as a result of interrogating hydraulic models (existing or built for this purpose).
	5.2.4 Real time status of the storage areas can be obtained through the use of sensors, wireless telemetry and solar energy in order to service any location in the UK.

	5.3 Data integration
	5.3.1 The adaptive optimisation algorithm has been adapted so that outputs from the machine learning algorithm (the prediction of downstream water levels) can be used as the target for the downstream storage node.
	5.3.2 Rainfall data has been converted to volume inflows at upstream nodes to represent rainfall falling in different upstream sub-catchments. The storage in the nodes represents the net amount of rainfall in each sub-catchment after considering that ...
	5.3.3 Targets are set up for each storage area and specific requirements are set up in terms of which storage areas take precedence over others. In general, the upstream storage areas take precedence. However, this does not mean that they are filled a...

	5.4 Adaptive optimisation software development

	6 Scenario Testing
	6.1 Introduction
	6.1.1 The system has been tested for the extreme July 2007 event.
	6.1.2 The machine learning algorithm has been tested for accuracy on a number of catchments and it has then focused on the Emm Brook catchment in Wokingham, to predict the water levels at the Wokingham gauging station. The predicted water levels have ...

	6.2 Testing the accuracy of prediction
	6.2.1 During the first stage of the trials a recurrent neural network has been used to classify the differentiated water levels. This has proven a useful exercise and the accuracy metric of the testing phase provides a good indication of the quality o...
	6.2.2 The generality of the machine learning algorithm model can be quantified by the difference between the accuracy of the training phase and the testing phase. The results for all the catchments are presented in the Tables 6.1 to 6.3 below:
	Table 6.1 – Accuracy Comparison – Wokingham gauge on the Emm Brook
	6.2.3 As the results indicate, there are cases where the performance is poor (Wembley) and the gap between the training and testing accuracy is significant (Wimbledon). With regards to the former, there may be lots of noise in the data or the causalit...

	6.3 Evaluation of the Regression performance
	6.3.1 The second stage is the evaluation of the regression performance. In this case, a regression model is trained in order to predict the value of the water level based on the precipitation information and the past value of the water level. The firs...
	Figure 6.1 – Initial comparison of predicted and recorded water levels - Wokingham gauge
	6.3.2 The horizontal axis is the number of time steps where each time step is 15 minutes and the vertical axis is the water level in m AOD. The red line is the predicted water level while the blue is the actual. As it can clearly be seen in the plot t...
	6.3.3 The reason is that the model is biased and when there is no rainfall event, it fails to predict correctly. However, the response is very accurate when an event occurs (peaks on the red line are following very well the ones on the blue line). The...
	6.3.4 The remarkably improved result can be shown in Figure 6.2.
	Figure 6.2 – Improved comparison of predicted and recorded water levels - Wokingham gauge
	6.3.5 As it is clear, the model can predict events even for 10 days in the future, assuming that the precipitation forecast is accurate. In this case, by skipping all zero precipitation events, it means that there are some discontinuities on the real ...
	6.3.6 In Figure 6.3 a further improved forecast is achieved by working on a single event where the predicted (red line) matches the actual event with a very minor error.

	6.4 Testing of a specific event
	6.4.1 The July 2007 event has been chosen to test the approach due to its extreme nature. If the results are reasonable for this event, then they will be better for more frequent but less extreme ones (as there is more data available for the system to...
	The results of the testing are provided in the figures below:
	Figure 6.4 – Extreme event comparison of predicted and recorded water levels.
	Figure 6.5 – Water Network Topology
	6.4.2 In figure 6.6, the outcome of the optimisation algorithm is shown. The goal is to keep the water volume of node 1 under a specific limit in order to avoid flooding downstream. For this reason node 2 has been added to help store the excess amount...
	6.4.3 The outcome of the test demonstrates that it is possible to use machine learning and adaptive optimisation to automate and optimise the storage and release of floodwater at a localised level or catchment scale.


	7 conclusions, Dissemination and applications
	7.1 Conclusions
	7.1.1 The aim of this project is to demonstrate that it is feasible to develop an adaptive system of upstream flood storage retention in a natural and/or pipe network system at locations where there is downstream flood risk; the objectives are:

	7.2 Dissemination
	7.2.1 The general results of the project will be disseminated through the ICE as well as the following channels:
	 The findings will be fed into the findings of the Knowledge Transfer Partnership between WSP’ and the University of Surrey, which finishes in December 2017, and this will help accelerate the development of commercial products.
	 A roadshow for local authorities will be organised which will demonstrate how investment into adaptive infrastructure can better protect their communities from flooding.
	 Publication in water-related journals (e.g. The Water Report, for which Arscott has previously written) and also in sector-specific journals such as the NFU and CLA.
	 The new knowledge from the Project will be shared with the University of Surrey and lead to academic dissemination in conferences such as “IEEE World Congress on Computational Intelligence” and best practice reports (e.g. in collaboration with insti...
	 New teaching materials may result from such a project, allowing University students, whether in Civil Engineering or Computer Science, to have the opportunity to appreciate and analyse a real-world application of Computer Science. The potential teac...

	7.3 Applications
	7.3.1 A particular application of this study would be to improve the effectiveness of Natural Flood Management schemes at localised and catchment scale.
	7.3.2 Currently, Natural Flood Management schemes are being designed and implemented with fixed controls for the storage of flood water, which means that these can be effective for some storms and not for others. If floodwater is stored too early or t...
	7.3.3 The application of machine learning and adaptiveness from this project would allow Natural Flood Management schemes to store floodwater at the right time for each individual size, intensity and extent of storm, thus maximising the effectiveness ...
	7.3.4 A similar application is to improve the effectiveness of existing storage areas by incorporating the machine learning and adaptiveness into their design. This may require the replacement of fixed hydraulic controls with hydraulic devices that ca...
	7.3.5 Another application is the installation of smart water butts in new and existing developments which will be operated automatically from a central system using this new technology. The aim is to normally use them for water re-use (mainly from roo...
	7.3.6 The future of Smart Cities incorporates significant green infrastructure and the greening of walls and roofs in buildings. Smart water storage systems can be installed to work in a similar way as smart water butts but with larger storage volumes.
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